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News From Mrs. Maroon’s Science Class
By Eli Redmond (Grade 5)
During February Mrs.Maroon had her fifth grade
students make seven inch by seven inch cubes
showing what they learned about the four spheres
of the Earth. On four sides of the cube they have
the four spheres and what they are and do. On one
of the other two sides, however, they have a very
detailed picture of the four spheres together and on
the other side they have a paragraph about the
interactions between the four spheres of the Earth.

Music News from Ms. Lyons
On Wednesday, April 3rd the following 5th and 6th
grade students travelled to Spruce Mountain Middle
School to participate in the District IV Honors
Band: Sadie Pierce, Dalorice Vires, Kaeleigh
Morin, Leia Cleaves, Larissa Steeves, Isaiah
Breton, Easton Houghton, Christian Salvadori,
April Dutilly, and Virginia Fletcher. They worked
extremely hard to prepare for this festival and put
on a fantastic concert that evening. We are so proud
of our band students for representing the China
Middle School Music Department!

News from Mrs. Larrabee’s ELA Class
By Madeline Clement and Sylvia Davis

In Mrs. Larrabee’s 5th grade ELA classes, we
have been working on opinion paragraphs along
with some ‘Would You Rather’ questions. The
students had to write a five paragraph essay to
express their opinion about a topic of their choice.
This was a creative way to explain why you think
what you think.
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Art News from Mr. Tompkins

ELA News from Mrs. Salvadori

With students out for the Heritage tour and MEA
testing, the third quarter flew by in art class. Our
beginning sculpture classes are finishing up making
a three dimensional sock sculpture and designing
them with line and shape patterns. They will be
starting on paper mache masks in the coming
days. Advanced drawing just completed a unit on
learning how to draw from observation which
culminated with drawing the “upside down lady”; a
project where students are required to replicate a
very detailed line drawing. They are currently
starting a value drawing of a famous mystery
person. Beginning painters have just finished an
impressionist seascape based on the work of Claude
Monet and are now focusing on post-impressionism
with the artist Vincent Van Gogh. Advanced
Multiple Mediums are creating “ready mades”
based on Marcel Duchamp and making conceptual
art based on the artist Richard Serra. Intermediate
Multiple Mediums are working on a Roy
Lichtenstein pop art project using
onomatopoeias. In addition to all this there are four
new wall paintings being created. Two are based
on the ocean to put in the “chill zone” room while
the other two focus on artists Paul Cézanne and
William DeKooning.

8th Grade ELA

PE and Health Updates from Mr. Peterson
The 5th & 6th grade health classes are learning
about tobacco products and substance abuse. The
7th & 8th grade health classes are learning about
basic first aid and hands only CPR.
Physical Education classes are enjoying

basketball, indoor soccer, volley kinball, giant
four square and wiffle ball.
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During the past month and a half, the 8th-grade
ELA students have been working feverishly. They
have delved into the world of Shakespeare with
their undertaking of the study of Macbeth. Students
have made the play come alive with various inclass activities including rewriting and acting out
scenes and engaging in one-minute recaps of the
play.
A special treat for our 8th-grade students was the
opportunity to travel to Merrill Auditorium where
they were able to experience a one-man show of
Call of the Wild. Afterward, we were fortunate
enough to be able to stop and enjoy lunch together.
7th/8th Grade ELA
Our 7th/8th grade ELA class members continue to
thrive as role models to their peers at China
Primary School. Every Friday, the middle school
students walk to the primary school to read to/with
their book buddies. It is amazing how the younger
students’ faces light up when they see their buddies.

Congratulations to thePE Students of
the Month!
December- Elijah Pelkey & Abigail
McDonough
January- Lilly Fredette & Joe Wing
February- Christian Salvadori & Claire
Davis
March- Dakota Hoffman & Lauren Tyler
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Mr. Sweeney’s Update from JMG

Science News from Mr. Maxwell

Students help set up for China's annual town
meeting. Seventh grader Hailey Estes feels that it is
"important to participate with community projects
because it helps us understand that we need to be

The students, always ready for a challenge to use
their course knowledge, collaboratively created a
variant of an old reliable real estate game that
instead taught about electricity. The game board
morphed into a alternate dimension China Middle
School, and the pieces changed to electrically
themed symbols. Added to the game was a system
of cards involving daily occurrences at CMS
("Caught running in halls, go back three spaces" )
and information questions/facts involving their
content.

involved to help make our community better."

More Science News from Mrs. Maroon

Each block of students created a game in
consensus, which was an excellent way to practice
having everyone's voice in a decision. Each block
physically created the board, designed the pieces
and the look of the game and chose the name of the
game. Each block used the new 3-d laser printer as
a resource to create dice and other game essentials,
enjoying a chance to dream about a new technology
and find online resources for 3d objects to be used
later.

Students in fifth grade science have been very busy
this quarter! They have studied the 4 spheres of our
Earth, reviewed the water cycle, and learned about
the seasons and why we have day and night. They
have participated in a community effort to bring
alewives to China Lake. This involved planting
some seeds to be transplanted next fall at Masse
Dam site in Vassalboro.
Students are currently involved in creating a board
game based on one of our science topics from this
year in an interdisciplinary venture with Mrs.
Larrabee, their ELA teacher.. This is an exciting
finish to third quarter!
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All in all the project made an excellent way to
perfect understanding of the facts we learned, while
developing creativity as we designed and built a
physical product. The game play is almost
perfected and will be ready for use in the balmy last
days of the year as a review for the giant end of
year test (:
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Math News from Mr. Schmidt

ELA News from Mrs. Wedge

After a generous donation from the Perloff Family
Foundation, China Middle School has their first 3D
printer. In the third quarter, students in Mr. Schmidt
and Mr. Brooks’ elective started with turning two
dimensional objects into three dimensions ones
before moving on to create their own 3D shapes in
resources like Tinkercad.

6th Grade ELA
This quarter, we focused our attention on writing a
Literary Essay. Students created a claim statement
and found evidence from the text to support it. As
we move into the final quarter of the year, students
will be placed into small groups, according to
interest, to study a novel. We will follow a
Literature Circle format. Expect to see these up and
running after April vacation.

In the fourth quarter, Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Sweeney
will be continuing this elective to keep trying to
give students cool and interesting ways to use this
new technology! Mr. Schmidt was especially
excited to test out his new project, 3D Tetris, which
he hopes to use as an end of year project with his
Math classes!
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7th Grade ELA
This quarter we focused our attention on the
Holocaust. Students were placed in small groups
based on interest and read a novel that ties to this
time in history. Students took a sabbatical from their
Reading Response Journals and worked on Journal
prompts that were directly linked to their novel and
this theme. In the next few weeks, students will be
working on a research paper. They have submitted a
working thesis statement and are now gathering
supporting evidence before they begin writing their
rough drafts. To finish the year, we will be studying
another novel as a class, focusing on theme.
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6th & 7th Grade Social Studies from Mr. Reed

Mathematics in Art by Mrs. Duncklee

Sixth grade students have spent the last few weeks
learning about the founding of our country and the
Constitution. We have talked about the reasons
colonists were willing to fight for their freedom and
how that impacted the way we structured our
government. For the rest of the year, we will be
covering topics from early US history leading up to
and including the Civil War.

In Mrs. Duncklee’s fifth grade math classes, we
have been creating tessellations. They are created
using geometric shapes and tracing them over and
over, until the paper is completely covered. Then
the artist colors in the design to create the
tessellated look. Tessellations were originally used
for tile flooring because it covers an area with
repeating a single shape over and over, until no
space is left unfilled.
By Sylvia Davis

Seventh grade students spent the beginning of the
quarter reviewing topics in early US history before
taking a deeper look at the Civil War and
Reconstruction. We are currently learning about
America as a world power, and we will be covering
topics like the Progressive Era, the Roaring 20's,
Great Depression, and World War Two to end the
year.
I spoke with all of my students on Friday about the
plan for the end of the year. If they have not told
you, I will be taking a medical leave starting May
10th and continuing through the end of the school
year. Jared Gartley will be filling in for me during
this time, and I'm sure you will be hearing more
from him then. In the mean time, if you have any
questions or concerns, please contact myself or Ms.
Bowden. I look forward to returning to work with
my students at CMS in the fall.

In Mrs. Duncklee’s 5th grade math classes, we are
working on tessellations. Each student is making
their very own tessellation, we are creating them
with geometric shapes. The artists are tracing their
shapes over and over again until the paper is
covered in these geometric shapes! Then, the artists
will color their tessellation. We are learning about
these cool tessellations from M.C. Escher, a
tessellation artist.
By Madeline Clement

Mathematics in Art
continued on the next
page…
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Mathematics in Art Continued…
In Mrs. Duncklee math classes we have been
making tessellations. They’re really fun and we got
to be really creative with them. We all started with
just a circle with a circumference, diameter, and
radius. After we had a circle we made triangles,
hexagons and rectangles out of our circles. Than we
cut them out and made bits and bumped them. Then
we will color them. We should end up with some
really pretty pieces of art we hope you will take the
time to look at them.
By Claire Davis

To get a geometric shape that will tessellate with no
gaps or overlaps, we had to construct that
geometric shape inside a circle that we drew with a
compass. Using precise measurements, we then
constructed our geometric shapes. Once done, we
were able to cut a “bite” out of one side then slide
and attach it to the opposite side. This made our
tessellations a “one-of-a-kind” piece of artwork!
-Mrs. D

Reciprocal Teaching Math Problem
Solving Groups in 5th Grade
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